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“A chair is still a chair, even when there is no one sittin’ 
there, but a chair is not a house and a house is not a home 
when there’s no one there to hold you tight, and no one 
there you can kiss goodnight.”

This great hit by dutch jazz and pop singer Trijntje Oosterhuis 
(Burt Bacharach) came to mind when we pondered Puck’s 
future about five years ago. It was the end of 2014 and our 
middle daughter Puck would soon turn 20.

Puck was born with a learning disability; she is an amazing, 
special person and copes quite well verbally and physically, 
but we were aware though she’d never be fully independent.
The diagnosis came at around the age of two that she 
was a little girl with a disability. Although it’s never been 
made entirely clear what’s wrong with her; it’s never been 
pinpointed. We only recognized her limitations after everyone 
else around us already had, but didn’t want to mention 
them. To us Puck was simply adorable and everything would 
surely turn out OK ...
The diagnosis, when it finally came, was a shock but we soon 
found our feet again as Puck was Puck who we’d known for 
two years and had become a unique child already.

All kinds of scenarios were played out for us by the 
specialists, predicting her future capabilities. With everything 
they told us, Saskia and I thought: we’ll see. Indeed, she 
can now read and write (phonetically). She can even follow 
an English film with subtitles relatively easily, and in broken 
English can order her own food and drink in a restaurant on 
Ibiza where we have a house. With a few hand gestures she 
always gets there in the end.

She phones the dentist herself when she needs an 
appointment and reads and answers emails and Whatsapp 
messages in her own way. She enjoys contact with the whole 
world via social media which enriches her life enormously. 
She thoroughly enjoys going to swimming and Zumba but 
does need help with other things though, nor is she aware 
of road safety.
We’re lucky in that Puck isn’t shy so she gets involved in 
all sorts, and with Puck ‘what you see is what you get’; no 
hidden agenda, not nice means not nice and good simply 
means good.

As government healthcare funding is ever diminishing, 
four sets of parents put their heads together at the time 
and founded a parental home initiative due to the long 
government facility waiting lists. We wanted a real home 
for our children, one where they would feel at home, even 
when we were no longer around. Moreover, the occupants 
would ideally be on the same relative disability level and get 
on with one another, of course. 

Puck works at the Long Island restaurant in Hoofddorp (she 
works five days a week undertaking daytime activities). 
Here she got to know Kelly and Lisa. Its together with their 
parents, as well as Björn’s, that we started looking into the 
possibilities of a real home. A great deal of preparatory work 
was done, particularly by the day-to-day management team, 
Björn and Lisa’s parents, who are also co-founders.

With the support of countless sponsors, Haarlemmermeer 
council and a huge amount of perseverance by everyone 
involved, the house finally came about this year. We called 
it ‘Villa Octet’ after the eight occupants (4 boys and 4 girls) 
who were going to live there and who were to form a 
harmonious entity, just like an ensemble made up of eight 
people. 
The official opening took place in mid May and as Puck is 
friends with so many Dutch celebrities (see her wall of fame),  
RM fan Trijntje Oosterhuis selflessly offered to perform and 
sing a lovely song with the new occupants.

Right from the start it was a given that Riviera Maison would 
fund the interior design; it had to be a true home from home.
Villa Octet has eight flats, each totalling 50 m2 with a living 
room, bedroom, kitchenette and bathroom. The ground 
floor flats even have their own little garden. The house is 
energy neutral, has a high insulation value and is heated 
gas-free. Pretty much the same amount of energy is utilized 
as it’s provided back to the energy company via the solar 
collectors.

The house also has a music/games room and a room for 
the night-time carers, as they are always on hand when the 
youngsters are at home. They help with grocery shopping, 
cook with the occupants and provide a helping hand where 
necessary, forming a genuine family, but that assistance is 
also there to simply provide a listening ear, or a cuddle. Puck 
was very nervous in the lead up to the house completion. It 
was a hugely exciting time for all of us, but I knew it was a 
success when having lived there for a couple of weeks and 
after an evening spent back at our home (a Thursday as 
usual, after swimming training), she said she wanted to go 
back home. Puck has a new home.

The occupants all get on with each other well and everything 
ticks along nicely. They can chill together in the communal 
room but if they want a little privacy they can retreat to 
their own flat. Puck’s flat is a regular meeting/drop-in place, 
especially when there’s a football match on TV; Puck is mad 
about football.

We are over the moon with this set-up and are delighted 
for all the parents and occupants. This house has actually 
become a ‘Home’. Home is where you can be you.

Founder Rivièra Maison

“A HOUSE IS NOT A HOME”



Follow me on:  RMHenkTeunissen   @henkrm   @RMHenk
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Cloud 9 Sofa 3 Seater velvet, slate grey, Faubourg End Table gold, Ø35 cm, 

My Lucky Day Double Wall Glass*, With Love Plate small*, Faubourg End Table 

gold, Ø42 cm, Fabulous Fringe Pillow Cover caramel, 50 x 50 cm, Fabulous Fuzzy 

Faux Fur Pillow Cover 50 x 50 cm*, RM Luxury Hurricane large. * Available from 

the end of September 2019.

Previous pages: Residenza Corner Left/Right oxford weave, anvers flax, Residenza 

Center oxford weave, anvers flax, Residenza Hocker oxford weave, anvers flax, 

set as shown, Bricklane Coffee Table, The Regency Adjustable Table Lamp,

Velvet Cylinder Lampshade dusty pink, 15 x 20 cm. For product information of the 

cover, see page 81.
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Tassel Treasure Pillow Cover dusty pink, 50 x 50 cm, Classic Heart Clock, Precious Royal Velvet Pillow platinum grey, 45 x 20 cm, Velvet Cylinder Lampshade 
dusty pink, 15 x 20 cm, Lampbase L’Hotel, La Belle Époque Minute Papillon Pillow Cover 65 x 45 cm, Lovely Pump Statue, Elegant Quilted Pillow Cover 
pink, 50 x 50 cm, Le Belle Époque Butterfly Pillow, Lovely Heart End Table set of 2, Precious Paisley Velvet Pillow Cover soft pink, 50 x 30 cm, Diamond Stitch 
Bow Pillow pink, Rue De Paris Quilted Throw, Velvet Round Pillow pink, Ø60 cm, Rustic Rattan La Tour Eiffel, Precious Unique Paisley Velvet Pillow Cover 
soft pink, 50 x 50 cm.
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LA BELLE 
ÉPOQUE
Men in stylish suits and women in sophisticated, 
refined dresses. Romantic, candlelit dinners with 
strolls along the picturesque streets of Paris. A time 
in French history when prosperity and joie de vivre 
predominated. All this luxury can be found back in 
the romantic, opulent La Belle Époque Collection.

Beverly Hills Sofa 2.5 Seater velvet, blush, Kimberley End Table, Sparkle Celebrate Champagne Glasses set of 2, Murry Hill Floorlamp, Beverly Hills Love Seat 

velvet, blush Precious Paisley Velvet Throw soft pink.
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Bedford Avenue Side Table Lamp set of 2, Loveable Linen Lampshade natural, 35 x 45 cm, West Houston Corner Sofa Chaise Longue Right velvet, grimaldi grey, 

Le Bar Americain Coffee Table set of 5, Fancy Herringbone Hurricane large, Satin Sable Faux Fur Pillow Cover 50 x 50 cm*, Fabulous Fuzzy Faux Fur Pillow 
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50 x 50 cm*, Satin Sable Faux Fur Throw*, Vizcaya Grand Hall Vintage Carpet 340 x 240 cm, Cunningham Wing Chair linen, fabulous fl ax). 

* Available from the end of September 2019.

CLASSIC 
ELEGANCE 
Velvet and faux fur are the perfect materials to create 

a sumptuous, romantic ambience. Beautiful statement 

pieces, fi nished in these opulent fabrics are an absolute 

must have for any interior. Complete the look with a large 

rug under a generous, velvet corner sofa! Time to enjoy 

your gorgeous interior. Lovely detail: the fl oorlamp in this 

interior doubles as an end table. The smallest table of the 

two fi ts neatly under the other one. 
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SHOP THE LOOK
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Left page: Fairbank Fabulous Faux Fur Throw, 

Cunningham Wing Chair linen, fabulous fl ax, RM Bottle Vase.

1. Rue De Rivoli Mirror, 
2. Twinkle Velvet Pillow 
Cover grey, 40 x 40 cm, 

3. Le Belle Époque Butterfl y 
Pillow, 4. With Love Cake 
Stand medium, 5. Silver 
Dust Sprinkle Votive
medium, 6. Classic Heart 
Clock, 7. Pretty Bow Vase*, 

8. Happy Heart Flower 
Vase, 9. Elysee Armchair
velvet, blush. * Available from 

the end of September 2019.
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Urban Tassel Stone Washed Throw burgundy, Aspen Faux Fur Throw, Boutique Burgundy Faux Fur Throw, Satin Sable Faux Fur Throw*, Velvet Versaille 

Throw, Lovely Bouclé Throw pink, Rue De Paris Quilted Throw, Urban Tassel Stone Washed Throw, Fairbank Fabulous Faux Fur Throw, Precious Paisley 

Velvet Throw soft pink. * Available from the end of September 2019.

COMFORTABLE 
LUXURY 
A warm throw to snuggle under is an important winter
 accessory. Those that also enliven your interior are the 
ones to go for. Chic fabrics, beautiful embroidery and 
elegant colours are essential in elevating your interior 
to a higher level.
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French Glass Love Box 30 x 18 cm,

  Lovely Pump Statue.
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Opera Hocker velvet, ocean blue, Fabulous Fringe Pillow Cover midnight blue, 50 x 50 cm*, Velvet Roll Pillow ocean blue, 55 x 19 cm, Velvet Cylinder Lampshade 

dark blue, 15 x 20 cm, L’Hotel Lampbase black, large, Classic Globe Bookstand set of 2*, Basic Diamond Quilted Pillow Cover dark blue, 50 x 50 cm*, 65 x 45 cm,

Precious Imperial Velvet Pillow Cover midnight blue, 50 x 30 cm, French Glass Hanging Photo Box medium, Contemporary Clock. * Available from the end of 

September 2019.



Rue Royale Armchair velvet, ocean blue, Fabulous Fringe Pillow Cover midnight blue, 

50 x 50 cm*, Opera Hocker velvet, ocean blue, Let’s Eat... Bowl medium*, Vizcaya Conservatory 

Vintage Carpet 290 x 200 cm. * Available from the end of September 2019.

Fall in love with velvet
Velvet or velour ... whatever you call this fabric, it’s a key component to interior design 

and has become a veritable home&living trend. And rightfully so, in our opinion! 
Rivièra Maison and velvet are a match made in heaven, the soft fabric 

immediately gives your home a stylish upgrade.
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Fine dining on beautiful chairs has to be the ultimate in luxury. 
And if those chairs are finished in a sumptuous, soft velvet that makes 

the dining experience even more pleasurable - a truly special event! 
So, pull up a chair and just remember these chairs -that are as

comfortable as they look- are hard to get up from!

velvet
vibes

Lauderdale Dining Chair velvet, slate grey, ocean blue and windsor green, Stuart Dining Table 210 x 90 cm, 

Vizcaya Conservatory Vintage Carpet 290 x 200 cm, Toulon Hanging Lamp, City Loft Flower Pot large, Paris Dôme*, 

R-Red Wine Glass, The Kitchen Stories Bowl small. * Available from the end of September 2019.
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Heer Hugo in Heerhugowaard (The Netherlands) is the place to go for 
sumptuous dining and overnight stays, complete in Rivièra Maison style. 
This project, led by Creative Director Nico Tijsen, has been a pleasure to 
undertake for Rivièra Maison from beginning to end. From the menu to 
the logo, the furniture to accessories: everything at Heer Hugo exudes 
Rivièra Maison, and we are exceptionally proud of this amazing project!

HEER HUGO
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WINE & DINE
Natural hues have been primarily 
opted for in the Heer Hugo restaurant 
that evoke spacious opulence and 
ambience; you feel straight at home 
here. But above all it’s about comfort, 
as after all, sitting comfortably is a 
must on a night out. Of course, 
Heer Hugo is best known for its 
carpaccio menu that has a staggering 
20 different types on it, so it’ll take a 
little while to make your choice!

Gildestraat 2, Heerhugowaard 
The Netherlands
www.heerhugo.nl
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GENTLEMAN’S BAR
The Gentleman’s Bar can also be rented 
seperately for a party or babyshower.
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Tassel Treasure Pillow Cover green, 50 x 50 cm, Basic Block Small Quilted Pillow Cover green, 50 x 50 cm, Palace Of Monaco Pouf Ø40 cm, Wall Art Shopping

60 x 80 cm, Pebble Lamp Base, Loveable Linen Lampshade natural, 28 x 38 cm, Basic Block Quilted Pillow Cover forest green, 65 x 45 cm, Velvet Round Pillow

forest green, Ø60 cm.

URBAN LIVING
Urban Living comprises robust, industrial furniture 
pieces and vintage home accessories mixed with an 
infusion of green. It actually entails a combination of 
industrial, urban and botanical living. Rivièra Maison’s 
Urban Living style is a style of interior that can be 
lived in. By utilising fabrics such as velvet the interior 
becomes homely. Tranquility and ambience are created 
with natural, robust materials and the green adds a 
calm, organic look & feel.
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San Diego Pouf Round velvet, ocean blue, Ø60 cm, Palace Of Monaco Pouf Ø40 cm, Divers Cove Dresser, Rustic Rattan Diamond Weave Basket medium, 

Divers Cove Coffee Table, Paris Dôme, Finest Selection Gin & Tonic Glass, Christopher Sofa 3.5 Seater velvet, ocean blue, Basic Block Small Quilted Pillow 



Cover green, 50 x 50 cm, Basic Block Quilted Pillow Cover forest green, 65 x 45 cm, Velvet Round Pillow forest green, Ø60 cm, Contemporary Wall Clock, 

Basic Bubble Hurricane large**, Divers Cove End Table, Times Square Round Pouf silver, Ø50 cm. ** Available from mid-October 2019.
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Christopher Sofa 3.5 Seater velvet, slate grey, Le Bar Americain Coff ee Table set of 3, Precious Imperial Velvet Pillow Cover midnight blue, 50 x 30 cm, 

Lisbon Multiple Hurricane small, City Loft Flower Pot large, Nisantasi Carpet beige, 300 x 200 cm, Harper Armchair velvet, slate grey, Nolita Side Table, 

Drinks Of The World Whiskey Set*, Divers Cove Cabinet. * Available from the end of September 2019.
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1. Contemporary Clock, 

2. Sevilla Hanging Vase,

3. Seaplane Statue, 4. South 

Beach Harbour Lantern

large, 5. French Glass NYC

Lantern small, 6. Madison 

Serving Tray Square,

7. Rivièra Maison Signature 

Serving Tray, 8. Lisbon Multiple 

Hurricane small, 9. City Loft 

Flower Pot large.

SHOP THE LOOK

1.

2.

3.

4.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Last season’s 

bestseller now also 

available in size S!



The big move 
Having lived in Amsterdam for 24 years it was time for a change; 
a spacious loft apartment in a small village on the water’s edge 

was what I had in mind. The house dates back to 1918 and boasts 
numerous original features, beautiful old beams and a superb, 

traditional finish. I was hooked from the start, it was love at first sight! 
It all happened rather quickly, and in no time at all I found myself in my 

new home. I do now though understand how moving house can be 
stressful. Having packed 200 boxes, 15 trolleys full of clothing and the 
same number of boxes of paintings, my stress level was at its zenith.

The moving day coincided with The Netherlands’ first southwesterly 
storm of the year, with wind and torrential downpours. Luckily my 

amazing removals team worked wonders: everything was unpacked 
and in its place after just two days, with superb lighting all around and 

magnificent views. I delighted in thinking about a house again; 
I put our new wallpaper up in different places in the house and 

wow ... what a stunning result!

I particularly wanted to tackle the dressing room, so I wallpapered the 
ceiling for a super cool look & feel! In the hallway I opted for linen-effect 

wallpaper on a small wall, framing a beautiful commode before it. 
My roof patio has evolved into a delightful oasis of tranquility. You can 

look out on the patio from the hallway through a large window; an 
oasis of green. I travel a great deal in the Orient so bamboo was a must 

this time around. As a rule, I like to work with serene tints and then 
supplement these each season with beautiful cushions and throws.

Besides the house move there was also a lot going on in 
Nicolicious Land as I call it; after considerable input from everyone,

 the Heer Hugo restaurant and hotel opened its doors. I am exceedingly 
proud of the result, it’s a real ‘must go to venue’, with delicious food 

but ample home & living inspiration besides.

With Nicolicious regards,
Nico Tijsen

Follow me on:  nicolicious2   @nicolicious2
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A NEW HOME
Muted, light hues predominate in Nico’s gorgeous, spaciously-
designed loft apartment that only help to make it look bigger 

than it is. Nico has opted for furniture pieces in diff erent fabrics 
that he has contrasted with two funky Amsterdam City Dining 
Chairs in white at the dining table. Resulting in a tranquil look 
& feel, nonetheless. Which is a good thing too as Nico – the 

decorative man – has fi lled his loft apartment with accessories.

Nico with this best friend Brenda who helped him a lot 
during the move! Nico: “I couldn’t have done it – or wished 

to have done it – without Brenda. It makes it all the 
more fun, moving with a friend’s help!”

The Club Bench linen, 

fl ax, Keith II Dining 

Wing Chair linen, fl ax, 

Château Belvédère 

Dining Table, Amsterdam 

City Dining Armchair

pure white.
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NICOLICIOUS 

loves
details

There’s always something to catch 
your eye at Nico’s! Attention has 
been paid down to the finest detail 
in finishing the apartment. From the 
beautiful black & white frames on 
the wall, to the memory chest on a 
stack of coffee table books; eve-
rything is styled to perfection. The  
accessories are the ideal blend of 
holiday finds, trinkets, new bits & 

bobs, and personal heirlooms!

French Glass Love Box 30 x 18 cm, Nomad Serving Tray, RM Bottle Vase, Franklin Park Wing Chair linen, flax, Leopard Faux Fur Pillow Cover 50 x 50 cm**, 

French Glass Box 30 x 30 cm, Opera Footstool velvet, slate grey, Ø55 cm, Bleeckerstreet Coffee Table 90 x 90 cm. ** Available from mid-October 2019.
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2.

1. Chopping Board Photo 

Frame 15 x 10 cm and 

10 x 15 cm, 2. Tribera Cake 

Stand, 3. Hish Central Lounge 

Chair linen, fabulous fl ax, 

4. Magic Mink Faux Fur Pillow 

Cover 65 x 45 cm, 5. Bricklane 

Coff ee Table, 6. Roma Holiday 

Scooter, 7. Luxury Goods 

Storage Jar medium and 

large.

SHOP THE LOOK

UP/DOWN
This table 
can easily be 
adjusted in 
height with
its lever.

3.

5.

1.1.

6.

4.

7.



Precious Unique Paisley Velvet Pillow Cover soft pink, 50 x 50 cm, Tassel Treasure Pillow Cover dusty pink, 50 x 50 cm, Lovely Bouclé Throw pink, 

Long Acres Wreath, Elegant Quilted Pillow Cover burgundy, 50 x 50 cm, Boutique Burgundy Faux Fur Pillow Cover 45 x 45 cm, With Love Table Lamp

soft gold, Loveable Linen Lampshade natural, 28 x 38 cm, Urban Tassel Stone Washed Throw burgundy, Bowery Footstool velvet, French Glass Love Box 

30 x 18 cm, Boutique Burgundy Faux Fur Throw, Elegant Quilted Pillow Cover pink, 50 x 50 cm, Lovely Autumn Wreath Ø37 cm.

Burgundy Bliss 
The colour burgundy adds unparalleled 
warmth and elegance to any interior. Reasons 
enough therefore to opt for a rich colour such 
as burgundy this autumn, for the ultimate 
colour boost in your home. Not only does the 
colour evoke sumptuousness, but your entire 
interior can be elevated with a few burgundy-
hued accessories. Combine with gold detailing 
for an extra touch of class. Welcome the passi-
onate colour of burgundy into your home and 
bring the autumn indoors.
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Boutique Burgundy Faux Fur Throw 150 x 130 cm, Pulitzer Sofa 3.5 Seater leather, charcoal, 

Costa Mesa Coffee Table 90 x 90 cm, Diplomat Coffee Table 60 x 60 cm, Concorde 

Champagne Cooler, Drinks On The House Jug, Drinks On The House Glass.
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The Jagger Center velvet, grimaldi grey, The Jagger Corner velvet, grimaldi grey, The Jagger Corner Arm Right velvet, grimaldi grey, set as shown, Boutique 

Burgundy Faux Fur Throw, Urban Tassel Stone Washed Throw burgundy, Elegant Quilted Pillow Cover burgundy, 50 x 50 cm, Venice Adjustable Sofa Table 

black, medium and large, Bedford Avenue Side Table Lamp set of 2, Loveable Linen Lampshade charcoal, 35 x 45 cm, Costa Mesa Coffee Table 90 x 90 cm, 
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RM Floral Vase, Bahia Lantern Square large, Burgundy Bliss Votive small and medium, Wall Art Kate Moss Side 100 x 140 cm, San Diego Pouf Oval velvet, 

slate grey, L’Hotel Lamp Base antique black, Velvet Cylinder Lampshade dusty pink, 20 x 30 cm, The Hoxton Flatscreen Dresser.
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Luxury Scented Candle Sunset, Luxury Scented Candle Classic Cedarwood, 

Luxury Scented Candle Ibiza, Luxury Scented Candle Classic Vanilla.
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Here’s an insight into what RM Loves this 
autumn. Each season we carefully select a few 

of our absolute favourites, just for you. 
Our showpieces, as it were.

RM 
LOVES

Times Square Pouf
gold**

With Love Table Lamp
soft gold

&
Loveable Linen 

Lampshade
natural, 28 x 38 cm 

Luxury Scented 
Candle Sunset

Long Acres Wreath

Lisbon 2 Glasses 
Hurricane**

FABULOUS GOLD
The ultimate colour to bring 
immediate warmth into your 
interior, and makes your home 
oh so opulent and chic: gold! 
This autumn gold is very prevalent 
in the collection, and we simply 
love it. Both the accessories and
the furniture in this superb 
collection feature a touch of 
gold here and there!

** Available from mid-October 2019.

Precious Paisley 
Pillow Cover

pink, 50 x 50

gold here and there!
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Thompson Bench velvet, blush, RM Estate Duvet Cover purple and grey, 240 x 200/220 cm, RM Grandezza Bedspread pink, 160 x 260 cm, 

RM Rounded Cushion grey, 40 x 40 cm, RM Voluptuous Cushion grey, 43 x 43 cm, RM Estate Duvet Cover purple and grey, 60 x 70 cm, 

SWEET DREAMS
Get a good night's sleep with Rivièra Maison's stunning bed linen. 
A unique addition to the collection, velvet bed linen! Wonderful 
fabrics are a must in your bedroom too, of course. The delightful 
texture literally envelops you. Velvet is great combined with 
other opulent materials, such as fake fur and soft earth-hued 
linens. Give your creativity free rein and design your own, 
perfect bedroom.
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Classic 1960 Telephone), Lampbase L'Hotel large, Velvet Square Lampshade light pink, 21 x 30 cm, 

Franklin Park Wing Chair velvet, slate grey, RM Rounded Cushion pink, 40 x 40 cm. 
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Union Square Headboard Double pellini, camel, RM Bouquet Duvet Cover multi, 240 x 200/220 cm, RM Grandezza Bedspread pink, 160 x 260 cm, 

Classic 1960 Telephone, Bowery Footstool velvet, pink. 
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Beacon Hill Dining Table extendable, french grey, 210/310 x 100 cm, Frisco Drive Dining Armchair pellini, espresso, Frisco Drive Dining Armchair velvet, copper 

and slate grey, Lexington Avenue Hurricane medium, Magic Mosaic Votive small, RM Drinks Double Wall Glass medium, Tribera Cake Stand, Divers Cove 

Cabinet, Wall Art Kate Moss 50 x 60 cm.

A delicious dinner with friends or family is so much more enjoyable with a beautiful table setting.  
After all, the eye needs pleasing too. So many tastes, so many styles ... what takes your fancy? 

Are you more an over-the-top opulent person or do you prefer minimalist chic?

LET'S HAVE DINNER
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DINNER BY CANDLELIGHT
A romantic dinner must have candlelight, so make sure you always 

have candles to hand. Combine beautiful, tall dinner candles in
chic candlesticks with tea lights in holders for the perfect look.

1. Electric Salt Pepper Mill Set, 2. Dinner Napkin Ring, 3. W-White Wine Glass, 4. Parisian Food Café Placemat, 5. Bon Appétit Cutlery, 6. Sparkling 

Mosaic Hurricane small*, 7. RM Premium Choice Serving Plate, 8. Pullman Candle Holder, 9. Pullman Tealight Holder medium. * Available from the end 

of September 2019.

Left page: The Kitchen Stories Bowl medium, With Love Nametag Napkin set of 4, Dinner Candle off  white.

1.

2.

3.

4.

6.

7.

8.

9.

6.

5.
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GOLDEN HIGHLIGHTS
Lay the table with a touch of gold to create a decadent, elegant ambience. 

Get the balance right, so keep it subtle, to enjoy a golden dinner!

1. Sparkle Celebrate Champagne Glasses set of 2, 2. Burgundy Bliss Votive medium, 3. RM Luxury Twisted Wire Votive, 4. Enjoy The Little Things Spoons

set of 4, 5. Enjoy Chopping Board*, 6. Classic RM Cutlery soft gold, set of 4, 7. Royalton Champagne Cooler soft gold*, 8. Let's Eat Bowl, 9. Let's Eat 

Rectangular Plate. * Available from the end of September 2019.

Left page: RM Bon Appétit Napkin gold, BM Bon Appétit Placemat gold, Happy Straws Metal soft gold, set of 4 + brush.

1.

2. 3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

9.

8.
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Villa Octet isn't merely 
a home but rather an 

exceptional, fantastic 
initiative. With eight 

occupants, a luxurious 
yet comfortable layout, 
and a warm ambience, 

Villa Octet is perhaps 
the loveliest house in 
De Haarlemmermeer, 

The Netherlands.

Villa
octet
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it's not just a house
Villa Octet is a stunningly beautiful and special villa because 
of the people who live there and the parent initiative where it all 
started with. Since last Spring, eight young adults with a mild to 
moderate learning disability, are living together in Villa Octet. The 
house started with the idea of eight parents who where looking 
for a home for their children. It needed to be a safe, pleasant and 
ambient living environment, one where the occupants feel truly 
at home! Henk's daughter Puck is one of the delighted occupants 
of this amazing house and has lived here since April 2019, 
together with her seven housemates.

Where does the name ‘Villa Octet’ come from? The house is located in an 
area with street names echoing music and composers, so its name just had 
to link up with music. Together, the occupants of the villa, each with their 
own input or "instrument" form an ensemble. Just as in an octet, the basic 
principle is that the occupants can be together in harmony, each with their 
own unique identity. Which has proven to be the case. The lively villa has a 
cozy communal space and kitchen, designed completely by Rivièra Maison, 
where everyone can get together, but each occupant also has their private 
flat to enjoy their own living space, like "everyone" else. Here they can 
retreat into their own secure sanctuary and can welcome their own guests.

What's great to see is that the flats all have their own unique style. Puck's 
for example has a stunning pink velvet cozy sofa and countless photos of 
Puck with famous Dutch celebrities on the wall; a veritable wall of fame. 
Where the apartment of Jamie has a very rock-'n-roll fifties kind of style, 
including black & white photos of Elvis and Marilyn Monroe.

The occupants do though always cook and eat together, it's one big 
party! This happens under supervision of one of the people of Stichting 
Woondroomzorg. They make sure the residents have a warm, yet profes-
sional support system so that there’s always someone home to rely on. 
There are clear arrangements in place as to chores, leaving plenty of 
opportunity for nice chats, conviviality and, when needed, a listening ear. 
The occupants of Villa Octet share a communal garden. In nice weather 
everyone eats together outdoors, these are the best moments. Also, last 
summer there was a inflatable pool, a present of one of the carers. And 
once again, that emphasizes the great relationship between residents 
and carers.
Villa Octet’s eight occupants, 4 boys and 4 girls complement one another 
perfectly. There is respect for one another and when someone is unhappy, 
there is much consolation to be found from the others. Solid proof that 
this isn't merely an exceptional initiative but that it's also the ideal solution 
for the long-term, when not all parents will be around anymore. 

A relaxed atmosphere prevails at Villa Octet and everyone is happy to be 
finally living there. Furthermore, a genuine family feeling prevails. This is 
most likely due to the fact that the occupants' parents were all closely 
involved in realising the project. Villa Octet is here because of the effort 
and determination of the parents, the many sponsors, and the township 
Haarlemmermeer. You don’t have to be wealthy to start an initiative like 
this. And now, after lots of hard work, we're there: Villa Octet is a given!

In huge gratitude to the occupants: Lisa, Bjorn, Kelly, Fabian, Emma, 
Guus, Jamie and Puck.

PUCK
Not only is Puck the 

daughter of Henk and Saskia, 
but she's also Rivièra Maison's 
social animal and busy bee. 
Each week she assists the 
catering team and ensures 
all the employees at the 

Rivièra Maison head office 
can come and get their cup 

of coffee from a clean pantry. 
Puck loves to clean, so when 
you make a mess, she will 

definitely let you know! 
Moreover, Puck can be found 
dancing right at the front at 
any event and is always the 

beaming focal point. She loves 
music and dancing, and we, at 

Rivièra Maison, love Puck.

One of the proud occupants

Bear Money Saver 
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Enjoy Chopping Board*, Luxury Diamond Carved Vase gold*, Via Del Corso Pillow Cover 65 x 45 cm*, Fabulous Fuzzy Faux Fur Pillow Cover 50 x 50 cm*,

Parklane Pouf velvet, caramel, Via Del Corso 1948 Pillow Cover 40 x 30 cm*, Via Del Corso Pillow Cover 50 x 50 cm*, Loveable Linen Lampshade natural, 

Madeline Table Lamp small, Fabulous Fringe Pillow Cover caramel, 50 x 50 cm, London Clock Company Wall Clock, Luxury Scented Candle Sunset,

Johnsen Cake Stand soft gold, medium.

Via del Corso 
This stunning collection is inspired by the 
traditional master tailors in the heart of 
ancient Florence. In particular their passion 
for elegant, premium materials and bespoke 
items made to the highest standard of crafts-
manship. Its basis comprises various warm 
hues of brown. The lettering brings to mind 
shop windows and façades of the original 
Italian master tailors. The mix of robust and 
soft fabrics lends an elegant touch. 
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Washington Street Floor Lamp, Rivièra Maison Signature Serving Tray, The White Wine Glass*, Cameron Coffee Table 

set of 2, Bristol Wine Cooler, Lisbon Table Decoration, Rustic Candle black, 7 x 13 cm, Magic Mosaic Votive medium, 

The Red Wine Glass*, Bleeckerstreet Side Table set of 2. * Available from the end of September 2019.
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Times Square Round Pouf silver, Opera Hocker velvet, ocean blue, Divers Cove Dresser white, The District Hurricane, Rustic Candle olive green, 10 x 13 cm, 

Pebble Lamp Base, Loveable Linen Lampshade natural, 35 x 45 cm, City Loft Flower Pot large.

Silver lining
Make a statement in your interior with a 
magnifi cent cabinet. Cabinets are great 
storage pieces, but also inject ambience 
into your interior. Take this fabulous dresser 
made of recycled wood. A classic cabinet 
with a contemporary twist. A genuine 
eye-catcher! Add a touch of nature in your 
own inimitable style by placing foliage in 
a stunning vase. The silver of the vase is 
matched perfectly by other accessories, 
forming a harmonised whole.
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Cameron Coffee Table set of 2, Rivièra Maison Signature Serving Tray, Fancy Herringbone Hurricane large, Radziwill Sofa 3 Seater pellini, espresso, 

Satin Sable Faux Fur Pillow Cover 50 x 50 cm*, Satin Sable Faux Fur Throw*, Nisantasi Carpet grey, 300 x 200 cm, Rustic Rattan Maple Leaf Serving Tray, 

Wall Art Kate Moss 60 x 50 cm, Union Square Loft Lantern*, Classic Natural Linen Lampshade natural, 42 x 55 cm, Soho House Floor Lamp.

* Available from the end of September 2019.
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1. Union Square Loft Lantern 

Square*, 2. I Love RM Hanging 

Vase, 3. RM 48 Rustic Mood 

Scented Candle gold, 4. Rustic 

Rattan Piggy Money Saver, 

5. Buon Appetito Pot 3 Parts 

gold, 6. Satin Sable Faux Fur 

Throw, 7. All Time Favourite 

Wall Clock, 8. Via Del Corso 

1948 Pillow Cover 40 x 30 cm*,

9. Pulitzer Sofa 3.5 Seater 

leather, cognac. * Available from 

the end of September 2019.

SHOP THE LOOK

Linkerpagina: The True Story Vase, The Red Wine Glass*, Wall Art Kate Moss 60 x 50 cm, Costa Mesa Sofa Table, Lisbon 2 Glasses Hurricane**, 

Rustic Candle black, 7 x 10 cm, Nolita Side Table, Drinks Of The World Whiskey Set*, Rustic Rattan Traditional Train*, Rustic Rattan Wellington Umbrella 

Basket, Belmont Dresser, Absolute Favourite Pet Bowl, Love It Pet Bowl. * Available from the end of September 2019. ** Available from mid-October 2019.

4.

5.

3.

7.

8.

9.

6.

2.

1.
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SHINE A LIGHT
Lighting at home is crucial! It’s with good reason that architects always

start with a lighting plan. Now that the days are drawing in it’s the ideal time 
to start rethinking the lighting in your interior. Make the evenings even 

cozier and your home more ambient by selecting gorgeous lighting.

Copenhagen Hanging Lamp large, Copenhagen Honeycomb Hanging Lamp,

Copenhagen Bowl Hanging Lamp, Copenhagen Hanging Lamp medium.
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Madeline Table Lamp small,

Velvet Square Lampshade 

pumpkin, 15 x 20 cm.

With Love Table Lamp soft gold, 

Velvet Square Lampshade 

pumpkin, 15 x 20 cm.

L’Hotel Lamp Base antique black, 

Velvet Square Lampshade 

pumpkin, 15 x 20 cm.

Soho House Table Lamp,

Velvet Square Lampshade 

pink, 15 x 20 cm.

Berkeley Table Lamp,

Loveable Linen Lampshade 

natural, 35 x 45 cm.

Have Tea With Me Table Lamp, 

Velvet Square Lampshade 

pink, 21 x 50 cm.

Rosewood Table Lamp,

Velvet Cylinder Lampshade 

sand, 20 x 30 cm.

Lamp Rue De Rivoli,

Velvet Cylinder Lampshade 

sand, 15 x 20 cm.

Pebble Lamp Base,

Velvet Cylinder Lampshade 

sand, 20 x 30 cm.
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French Glass Display Box 20 x 20 cm, French Glass Love Box 30 x 18 cm, French Glass Etcetera Box 60 x 40 cm, Je Ne Sais Quoi French Glass Box

40 x 10.5 cm, French Glass Hurricane With Lid small and medium, Rustic Candle desert sand, 7 x 13 cm and 10 x 10 cm.

VINTAGE CHIC
Give your interior a trendy update with the Vintage Chic home & living 
trend. Inspired by alluring colours and materials from the Seventies. 
Brass, gold and bronze are found back in these stunning accessories. 
These fabulous French Glass Boxes are a real must-have for any 
vintage interior. A gorgeous storage option for all your treasured 
keepsakes, for example, cool holiday souvenirs or a unique heirloom. 
Great too: opened up, holding a pillar candle. Turning it into a 
stunning source of light.
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We’d like to introduce you to Maria, our excepti-

onal food stylist behind all our delicious recipes. 

Her cakes are out of this world which is why we’re 

placing Maria in the spotlight. Maria has been 

with Rivièra Maison for many years now, not only 

working in the Arnhem Store, but also doing lots 

of creative workshops, such as making beauti-

ful fl ower wreaths. But beside all of that, Maria 

is also our secret weapon behind all our food 

photography. Her amazing cakes are made with 

incredible passion and are photographed by us 

to inspire you!

OH MY CAKE! 
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London Clock Company Wall Clock, RM Premium Choice Etagère, Johnsen Cake Stand soft gold, medium and large, The Kitchen Stories Bowl 

small and medium, NR.01 Favourite Goodies Storage Jar*, NR.02 Favourite Goodies Storage Jar*, NR.03 Favourite Goodies Storage Jar*, 

APPLE CARAMEL CAKE
This cake will impress! A delicious apple cake 
with a hint of caramel.

Preheat the oven to 175 °C. Cream 150 gr butter 
with 125 gr sugar together and then beat 3 eggs 
one by one into the mixture. Add 200 gr flour and 
half a sachet of baking powder and mix well until 
it’s reached a thick, firm consistency. Slice three 
apples into pieces and mix with 1 teaspoon of 
cinnamon. Spoon half the mixture into a greased 
20 cm springform cake tin. On top of that spread 
half the apple pieces and a few chopped nuts and 
press into the mixture. Smooth the second half of 
the mixture on top and the second half of apple 
pieces on top of that. 

Bake the cake in the preheated oven for an hour. 
Sprinkle small caramel cubes on the cake as deco-
ration ... or simply as a delicious accompaniment 
to the cake!

MARIA’S VARIATION TIP:  
“Substitute the 
caramel cubes 
with mascarpone 
cream for a tasty 
alternative!”
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HEALTHY FRUIT CAKE
Who says cakes are bad for you? Opt for 
a healthier alternative with this recipe!

Preheat the oven to 160 °C. Mix together 210 gr 
almond flour, 140 gr coconut flour, 3 teaspoons 
baking powder, 4 large tablespoons cinnamon 
powder, 4 teaspoons vanilla powder from a vanilla 
pod and 175 gr raisins. Melt 350 gr cubed butter in 
a pan over a low heat. Remove the pan from the 
heat when the butter has nearly melted and leave 
to melt further on its own. 

Add 7 eggs to a large bowl and beat with a mixer to 
a light consistency (5-10 mins). Add 200 gr coconut 
sugar to the egg and mix through. Add the melted 
butter to the egg mixture (it starts to smell wonder-
ful at this point) and mix through. Now, spoonful by 
spoonful, add the dry flour mixture to the bowl and 
use the whisk to lightly blend. Spoon the dough 
mixture into a silicon turban-shaped mould and 
place in the oven for around 35-45 minutes.

LAYERED DRIP CAKE
A real eye-catcher to impress with at parties. 
With as many layers as you like!

Preheat the oven to 180 °C. Mix 240 gr flour, 
1 teaspoon baking powder and a dash of cinnamon 
in a bowl. Beat in 75 gr butter and 150 gr sugar with 
a mixer until it’s reached a creamy consistency. Add 
2 eggs one by one, adding 1 teaspoon of vanilla 
extract with the last egg. Alternately add a dash of 
the 125 ml buttermilk and a dollop of the flour mix-
ture to the bowl, whilst mixing on the lowest setting. 
Reach a thick consistency once everything has been 
added.

Pour into a cake tin or oven dish and spread the 
mixture evenly with a spatula. Place in the oven 
for 60 minutes. Don’t put the tin right at the top of 
the oven as the cake top might brown too much. 
Remove from the oven and leave to cool for quarter 
of an hour. You can repeat these steps (with extra 
ingredients) to as many layers you’d like to add to 
the cake. Once the cake has cooled, melt a bar of 
dark chocolate in a bain-marie and then pour over 
the cake top. Decorate with figs.

Kitchen & Co Butcher Chopping Board*, Marylebone Cake Stand gold, XL. 

* Available from the end of September 2019.
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UNIQUE & HANDMADE
In a predominantly machine manufacturing world, Rivièra Maison’s USP is to 

keep producing handmade products. In doing so we retain our unique style and 

personality that can be found back in each and every product. Place ten of the 

same candlesticks alongside one another and they will all differ slightly; that is 

the appeal of Rivièra Maison. Perfectly Imperfect! Every product is made with the 

same enthusiasm but attaining uniformity is impossible ... which is, in fact, 

the draw. Resulting in a unique product, time and again.

The renowned rattan products that Rivièra Maison 
creates its recognisable ambience with are the perfect 
example of Unique & Handmade. Rattan is a 100% 
natural material and twines up colossal tree trunks 
in the Indonesian Kalimantan jungle. A great deal of 
craftsmanship comes into play in the production of 
the furniture in our collections. 

During the monsoon season, twines up to 5 or 6 
metres long are harvested from the vines. The rattan 
lies in mud baths for a few weeks, 
creating the beautiful grey hue. 
After that the twines are selected by 
colour and thickness to be plaited 
into furniture and accessories. 
The rattan is finished off in small 
Javanese villages. It’s quite an 
impressive sight seeing a village full 
of hanging rattan, ready for the new 
Rivièra Maison season’s collection.

Our superb wooden dining tables 
were formerly shed doors. The 
wood is treated to subsequently 
be incorporated into the tables by 
hand. ‘It truly is ‘living’ material with 
its own particular character and 
beautiful properties. Craftsmen call it ‘untouched’, 
because the wood is untreated and nigh on in original 
condition. Now there are holes where once the hinges 
were. Splits in the antique doors become splits in the 
table-top, and a door that always stood open to the 
elements is different in colour to one that mostly 
stood dry and/or in the sun. 

Pure nature, old and well-worn; that’s what we prefer 
to work with. Moreover, sustainability is a crucial 
mainstay to Rivièra Maison, and by working in this way 
we can make optimum use of recycled wood and so 
be more environmentally aware.

 The glass accessories in our collections are handmade 
too, or rather, are mouth blown. Each glass blower 
has their individual ‘signature’. Each glass accessory 
obtains its unique structure and perhaps a minor 
imperfection, such as a bubble in the glass or a 
difference in height. Everything is handmade, making 
each glass accessory unique.

Our earthenware production is perhaps the most 
exceptional. In Indonesia, or West Java to be precise, 

the earthenware accessories are 
made according to traditional 
methods. To start with, models are 
turned and cut by hand. Then it takes 
a week to dry them out of doors. 
The accessories are subsequently 
sanded down to make them as 
smooth as possible. 

The firing process then begins. 
U-shaped kilns are built with bricks. 
The earthenware is stacked inside 
these primitive kilns. They have no 
door; the opening is bricked in by 
hand. The oven is stoked for around 
16 hours at around 900 to 1000°C. 
Then the bricked-in opening is 

broken open to remove the models. So, a new kiln is 
constructed for each new production run. 

The hard clay models are sanded down again to 
make them smooth enough to paint and decorate. 
Sometimes a leather or rattan handle is added to a 
lantern or flower pot. All this work by hand means 
no two items look alike. Every earthenware item in 
the Rivièra Maison collection features its own unique 
detailing: the charm of the Far East.

Each glass 
blower 

has their 
individual 
‘signature’
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Lisbon Table Decoration 6 Votives, Rustic Candle ocher yellow, 7 x 13 cm, Classic Mink Faux Fur Pillow Cover 50 x 50 cm, Venice Adjustable Sofa Table 

black, medium and large, Royalton Champagne Cooler soft gold*, Velvet Square Lampshade black, 21 x 30 cm, Soho House Table Lamp, Luxury Loft 

Herringbone Pillow Cover black, 50 x 50 cm, Luxury Loft Small Diamond Pillow Cover 50 x 50 cm, Luxury Loft Pillow Cover yellow, 45 x 45 cm, Rustic Rattan 

Diamond Weave Basket medium, Bahia Lantern, Woody Aluminium Classic Car, Happy Herringbone Pillow Cover 60 x 30 cm. * Available from the end of 

September 2019.
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happy heritage

Kendall Sofa 2.5 Seater oxford weave, classic charcoal, Fabulous Fringe Pillow Cover caramel, 50 x 50 cm, 

Rosewood Table Lamp, Velvet Cylinder Lampshade black, 20 x 30 cm, Greenwich Coffee Table set of 2, 

Pullman Candle Holder, Bleeckerstreet Coffee Table 150 x 50 cm, Bristol Wine Cooler **, 

Plaisir De La Table Serving Tray small, C-Champagne Flute. ** Available from mid-October 2019.

Merge sleek black & white patterns, add a dash of the on-trend colour ochre, 
and you’ve got the Happy Heritage Collection. A modest textile collection 
that immediately adds a robust, yet timeless, look & feel to your home.
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Brixton Factory Hanging Lamp, Arlington Dining Table 220 x 90 cm, Megan Dining Armchair velvet, copper, Wessex Dining Chair velvet, copper, George Dining 

Chair velvet, slate grey, Shoreditch Candle Holder medium and large, Sparkling Mosaic Hurricane small* and medium*, Magic Mosaic Votive small and medium, 



R-Red Wine Glass, Graphic Print Carpet grey, 240 x 140 cm, Midtown Side Table, Bahia Lantern Square medium. 

* Available from the end of September 2019. 
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Now that the barbecues are going back in the shed again, it’s time to 
rethink your dining experience. Surprise your guests with an amazing 

Autumn Table. Make your guests feel truly welcome with a magnificent
 table setting, brimming with tasty dishes. Go all out with beautiful 
decorations or opt for a stunning contrasting colour to enhance the 

whole experience even further. Your guests will be amazed!

autumn
table

George Dining Chair pellini, espresso, Amsterdam City Dining Chair linen, fabulous flax, Cape Breton Dining Chair pellini, 

camel, Arlington Dining Table extendable, 230 x 90 cm, Parisian Food Café Placemat, RM Premium Choice Serving Plate, 

The Kitchen Stories Bowl medium, Home Made Drinks Glass, Classic Vino Rosso Wine Glass, Lovely Heart Ornament, 

French Glass Hurricane With Lid small, Bon Appétit Cutlery set of 4, Marseille Votive small and medium, Magic Mosaic 

Votive small and medium, RM Premium Choice Etagère.
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Fire Brigade Wine Cooler small, Enjoy Relax and Refresh Bottle large, The Kitchen Stories Bowl medium, George Dining Chair pellini, espresso, 

Amsterdam City Dining Chair linen, fabulous flax, Cape Breton Dining Chair pellini, camel, Arlington Dining Table extendable, 230 x 90 cm, 

Sparkle Celebrate Champagne Glasses set of 2, Concorde Champagne Cooler, Quality Made Apple Pie Springform, Enjoy Chopping Board Round.
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1. Quality Made Apple Pie 

Springform, 2. Belmont 

Buff et Cabinet, 3. Fine 

Dining Cheese Knives

set of 3*, 4. Plaisir De La 

Table Serving Tray small, 

5. Enjoy Chopping Board 

Round, 6. Union Square 

Loft Lantern*, 7. Chinchilla 

Faux FurHeart Pillow, 

8. RM Premium Choice 

Etagère. * Available from 

the end of September 2019.

SHOP THE LOOK

2.

5.

6.

4.

1.

7.

3.

8.

Springform
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Lexington Avenue Hurricane large, Driftwood Coff ee Table 90 x 90 cm, Residenza Corner Left/Right oxford weave, anvers fl ax, Resideza Center oxford weave, 

anvers fl ax, Boutique Burgundy Faux Fur Throw, Fabulous Round Lampshade fl ax, 40 x 50 cm, Rosewood Table Lamp, Rustic Rattan La Tour Eiff el, 

Driftwood Coff ee Table 70 x 70 cm, The White Wine Glass*, Rivièra Maison Signature Serving Tray, The True Story Vase, Lovely Autumn Wreath Ø37 cm), 

PARISIAN STYLE
The romantic, cosmopolitan city of Paris was the source 

of inspiration behind this sophisticated style of interior, 

with the Residenza Sofa taking the lead role. Indisputably, 

this is the comfi est sofa you could wish for, whilst also being 

the central focal point in the room, lending your interior a 

gracious look & feel.  If you have the space, why not opt 

for two separately placed coff ee tables to add a touch of 

elegance to your living room.
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Lovely Bouclé Pillow Cover pink, 50 x 50 cm, Boutique Burgundy Faux Fur Pillow Cover 45 x 45 cm, Velvet Versaille Throw, Cunningham Wing Chair 

linen, fabulous flax. * Available from the end of September 2019. 
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Vintage Velvet Pillow Cover pumpkin, 50 x 50 cm**, Leopard Faux Fur Pillow Cover 50 x 50 cm**, Canggu Storage Box small, medium and large, San Diego Pouf 

Round velvet, windsor green, Leopard Leather Pillow Cover gold, 50 x 30 cm**, Leopard Faux Fur Throw**, Vintage Velvet Pillow Cover orange, 50 x 50 cm**, 

Snow Leopard Faux Fur Pillow Cover 50 x 50 cm**, Rustic Rattan Desert Jeep, Bondstreet Mirror Tray*, RM Luxury Wire Votive. * Available from the end of 

September 2019. ** Available from mid-October 2019.
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Safari chic

RM Beads Mirror 70 x 44 cm, Grocery Store Hurricane large, Canggu Storage Box small and medium, 

Napoleon Oval Dôme, Grimaldi Hurricane medium, Tribeca Dresser XL.

Leopard print is hot! Be it in the latest fashion or interior. And because we can’t 

get enough of it, we’ve embraced this trend wholeheartedly. With a matching 

cushion collection in a rich coral hue that enhances the safari look & feel to great 

effect. Combine this with green-hued furniture, a touch of gold and numerous 

natural fabrics to attain the optimum ‘safari chic’ effect!
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Soho Loft Coffee Table 60 x 60 cm, Rustic Rattan Desert Jeep, Notting Hill Sofa 2 Seater velvet, windsor green, Leopard Faux Fur Throw**, Vintage Velvet 

Pillow Cover pumpkin, 50 x 50 cm** and orange, 50 x 50 cm**, Leopard Faux Fur Pillow Cover 50 x 50 cm**, RM Beads Mirror 70 x 44 cm, L’Hotel Lamp Base 

black, large, Velvet Square Lampshade pumpkin, 21 x 31 cm, Shelter Island Coffee Table set of 3, Bondstreet Mirror Tray*, Grimaldi Hurricane medium, 
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Canbrera Island Carpet 240 x 140 cm, Tribeca Bar Cabinet, Gold Dust Sprinkle Votive medium, San Diego Pouf round, windsor green, Opera Footstool velvet, 

windsor green. * Available from the end of September 2019. ** Available from mid-October 2019.
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Fabulous Round Lampshade fl ax, 40 x 50 cm, Gloucester Butler Floor Lamp, Orient Trunk XL, Bowery Footstool velvet, copper, Crescent Avenue Sofa 

3 Seater velvet, copper, Fabulous Fuzzy Faux Fur Pillow Cover*, Velvet Roll Pillow slate grey, 55 x 19 cm, Diplomat Coff ee Table 90 x 90 cm, Bahia Lantern, 

Graphic Print Carpet grey, 300 x 200 cm, Wall Art Kate Moss Side 100 x 140 cm, Wall Art Marlon Brando 60 x 80 cm, Wall Art Kate Moss Close 100 x 140 cm, 

Wall Art Camaron Diaz 60 x 80 cm. * Available from the end of September 2019. 

1. Leopard Faux Fur Pillow

Cover 50 x 50 cm**,

2. Concorde Champagne

Cooler, 3. The Restaurant

Votive With Shade gold,

small*,4. Madeline Table

Lamp small, Velvet Square

Lampshade pumpkin,

21 x 31 cm, 5. RM Luxury

Wire Votive, 6. Vintage

Velvet Pillow Cover orange,

50 x 50 cm**, 7. Rustic Rattan

Diamond Weave Basket

medium and large, 8. RM Love

Table Lamp LED Bulb.

* Available from the end of

September 2019. ** Available

from mid-October 2019.

SHOP THE LOOK
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3.
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5.

7.

6.
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Marrakesh Pouf leaf, Ø40 cm, San Diego Pouf Round velvet, slate grey, Marrakesh Pouf dark grey, Ø40 cm, Opera Footstool velvet, windsor green, Opera Hocker 

velvet, caramel, Bowery Footstool pellini, coff ee, Bowery Footstool velvet, copper, Marrakesh Pouf tartan, Ø40 cm, Bowery Footstool pellini, espresso, 

San Diego Pouf Oval velvet, windsor green, Marrakesh Pouf leaf, Ø50 cm, Marrakesh Pouf dark grey, Ø50 cm, California Pouf velvet, caramel, Marrakesh Pouf 

tartan, Ø50 cm.

INTERIOR ESSENTIALS:

poufs!
A stunning pouf is an indispensable addition to any 
home interior in 2019. Better yet: perhaps several, purely 
because they’re so convenient! A gorgeous pouf is an 
essential item to have as it’s so versatile. Place next to 
your sofa to rest your feet on after a long day, or use as 
a side table with a tray on top. Lots of visitors? Then 
simply use it as an extra seat!
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RM NEWS COMING SOON: 
WINTER & CHRISTMAS COLLECTION

ON THE COVER
Cover
Divers Cove Cabinet, Rustic Rattan Diamond Weave large, Nolita Side Table, 

Opera Footstool velvet, windsor green, Vizcaya Grand Hall Vintage Carpet 

340 x 240 cm, Bleeckerstreet Coffee Table 150 x 50 cm, The District Hurricane, 

Magic Mosaic Votive medium, RM Floral Vase, Christopher Sofa 3.5 Seater velvet, 

windsor green, Velvet Round Pillow forest green, Ø60 cm, Velvet Cylinder Lampshade 

sand, 30 x 40 cm, Washington Street Floor Lamp.

Backcover
Opera Footstool velvet, windsor green, Orient Trunk, Orient Trunk XL, Rustic Rattan 

Diamond Weave large, San Diego Pouf oval, windsor green, Notting Hill Sofa 2 Seater 

velvet, windsor green.

UPLIFTING NEWSFLASH 

NEW & IMPROVED

This summer Rivièra Maison paid a surprise visit to the 
Ronald McDonald House in Leiden. Whilst the annual 
volunteers’ outing took place, the Marketing and Visual 
Merchandise teams not only took care of daily duties, but 
gave the house a magnificent makeover in just one day too! 
Both its occupants and volunteers are delighted with the 
outcome, and it has proved yet another fantastic oppor-
tunity for Rivièra Maison to support the Ronald McDonald 
House Charities.

First House in Belgium
Besides the Ronald McDonald House in Leiden, another 
amazing Ronald McDonald House Charities project will 
complete this autumn. The first House in Belgium, in 
Brussels to be exact, will open its doors in October, 
and here too Rivièra Maison will contribute in part to 
its interior design. The Brussels House will officially 
open on 3 October; we will keep you up to speed via 
the usual means. 

The RM team Het RM klusteam gave the Ronald McDonald 
House in Leiden house a magnificent makeover.

This autumn Rivièra Maison will also boast a brand new 
online shop. It couldn’t be better news for you, as with 
it there’ll come a whole range of fantastic offers too. 
Its new format is more experience-friendly, and ensures 
your favourite furniture pieces and accessories are even 
easier to find. The new check-out means you can pay 
for your shopping basket more quickly, and you’ll be able 
to read even more information about our products and 
our brand.  

There are more benefits besides. You will be able to: 
–  Assemble our modular sofas (e.g. the Jagger) yourself,

as well as select the right fabric and colour for you.
–  Make an online appointment with an Interior Designer

in one of our Stores.
–  Buy and redeem gift cards online.

We will continue to improve our online shop and to offer 
new features, to offer you the perfect shopping experience.  
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Rustic Rattan Diamond Weave Basket medium, Divers Cove Cabinet white, RM Suitcase Basket small* and large*, Canyamel Dining Table white base, Ø140 cm, 

Copenhagen Hanging Lamp large, La Marina Dining Armchair, Lauderdale Dining Chair velvet, windsor green and slate grey, Dune Deck Cafe Dining Armchair, 

Washington Street Floor Lamp, Fabulous Round Lampshade flax, 40 x 50 cm, Foxberry Inn Lantern medium, Notting Hill Sofa 2 Seater velvet, windsor green, 



Snow Leopard Faux Fur Pillow Cover 50 x 50 cm**, Fabulous Fuzzy Faux Fur Pillow Cover

50 x 50 cm*, Las Dalias Carpet 300 x 200 cm, Canyamel Coff ee Table white base, Ø90 cm.

* Available from the end of September 2019. ** Available from mid-October 2019.

COPYRIGHT
RM Magazine is published by Rivièra Maison. 
No part of this publication may be reproduced
and/or transmitted by means of print, photo-
copy or fi lm or by any other means without 
prior permission in writing from the publisher. 
Similarly, RM Magazine may not be included 
in a pre-packaged group of magazines without
written permission from the publisher. 
No liability is accepted for changes in price 
and model or printing errors. All images and 
texts used are property of Rivièra Maison 
unless otherwise stated. The products 
presented in this RM Magazine represent 
a selection from the autumn and winter
collection. The furniture and accessories will 
be distributed at intervals in Rivièra Maison 
retail outlets. Visit rivieramaison.com to view 
all the new products. 

Rivièra Maison is affi  liated with the 
CBW housing sector association 
(Centrale Branchevereniging Wonen). 
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